The graph below shows the Commonwealth’s consolidated debt levels from 1992 to 2015, as provided by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). Debt levels have stabilized throughout the last four years.
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Employment in Manufacturing

The graph below shows historic numbers on jobs in the manufacturing sector, as provided by the PR Department of Labor and Human Resources.
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Historic Commonwealth Debt

The graph below shows a historic overview of the Commonwealth’s consolidated debt levels from 1976 to 2016

Note: The Commonwealth's historic consolidated debt levels include central government, public corporations and municipalities' debt. This graph does not include Commonwealth non-recourse debt.
Most Recent Debt Levels

The graph below shows the Commonwealth’s consolidated debt levels throughout the last five years. Debt levels have stabilized during this Administration.
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Note: The Commonwealth’s historic consolidated debt levels include central government, public corporations and municipalities’ debt. This graph does include Commonwealth non-recourse debt.
Historic Commonwealth Debt

The graph below shows a historic overview of the Commonwealth’s consolidated debt levels from 1976 to 2016.

Note: The Commonwealth's historic consolidated debt levels include central government, public corporations and municipalities' debt. This graph does not include Commonwealth non-recourse debt.